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Abstract
Content management systems (CMS) provide an optimal solution by organizing information and, mostly, creating and managing an
enterprise’s knowledge. Nevertheless there is a big confusion about the functionalities that characterize CMS and about the differences
with less performing products such as web content management systems, document and records management systems and enterprise
content management systems. This paper aims to show the mismatches between companies’ needs and those information management
products, which are often called CMS even if they are not.
For this reason I first made a theoretical comparison between the functionalities of CMS and those of the systems that are often
confused with. Then I showed the results of an empirical research on 22 products offered by international vendors. By using an original
scheme, enterprises’ needs in terms of information collection, management and publication of knowledge management are compared
with the functionalities of the aforementioned systems. The result consists of performing definitions for CMS and the other systems for
managing information. Content Management products are analyzed, compared and evaluated by using a special table created to point out
the actual functionalities of the products offered on the market, despite vendors’ declarations. The paper conclusions show how, on the
demand side, companies’ needs are growing in a confused framework; at the same time the supply side keeps on feeding this confusion,
reducing company satisfaction in regard to knowledge and information management.
Keywords: Content management system, web content management, enterprise content management, knowledge management, ICT
supply and demand.

1. From Data to Knowledge:
Data, information, content and knowledge are terms
often used as synonyms, but which actually have a precise
meaning which distinguishes from one another. In this paper I adopt the approach given by Boiko (2002) and the
most commonly accepted definitions.
a) Data: Small piece of information, without any “human” connotation (significance, context, etc.); it can be
collected in file or stored in database. It is an elementary
unit to be handled.
b) Information: any form of recorded communication,
like any kind of text (articles, books, etc.), sounds (music,
conversations, etc.), images (pictures, draws, etc.), movements (video, animations, etc.), computer files (Word documents, PowerPoint presentations, etc.), which can contain,
at the same time, all or none of the “human” connotations.
Therefore, just about anything can be considered information, including data. Information allows data to be interpreted and find hidden meanings and unexpected relations.
c) Content: information becomes content when it is
used for one or more purposes. Its value is The sum of
primary form (information), application, usability, significance and uniqueness. It is information plus a layer of data
sets it in a specific context.
d) Knowledge: the state of mind of the person who
owns information, not just a communication; it is the condition of knowing something with the confidence due to

a practical experience. Considering the four concepts as
parts of a speech, data represent the single words, information is a sentence, content is the sentence in a specific context, knowledge is the state of mind of the person who has
read or heard the sentence and has understood it. Speaking of information means that a person owns a concept
to communicate; he transforms it in words, sounds or images through a creative and intellectual work, and records
it on any support. The difference between data, information, content and knowledge is particularly important to
understand the challenges of managing the content of an
enterprise with ICT. For example, computers were built to
process data and not content. As I notice, ten years ago
people used computers to load process and output data,
while nowadays they use them to search and output content. Otherwise, for computers only data exist. Computers
use information separated in its primary elements (data)
risking to lose the original meaning and the context in
which information was inserted. To manage information
by a computer it is necessary to separate it into a set of elements, or metadata that permits it to be treated as information and not as data. To manage content it is necessary to
put information into a context.
In practice, content is information enriched with data.
Basically content is a suite of structured data that a computer can organize in a system for their collection, management and publication. Until computers can manage content,
people will have to find ways to use technologies for data
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management to collect and distribute content. From this
derives the enterprise’s challenges in creating and managing knowledge both through the processes of creating,
distributing and sharing individual wisdom and through
the realization of an efficient information system in the
enterprise. From this point of view, the need to manage
information and content find an initial answer in knowledge management projects and, partly, in content management ones, which enterprises of any productivity sector
and
dimension often find themselves contending with
Using a CMS an enterprise can strengthen the diffusion of
internal knowledge externalizing tacit wisdom owned by
the single person inside the system, who interacts with the
other company members: everyone can reach information
collected in the system and transform it into knowledge to
share through the creation of new information.

The collection system consists of the instruments, the
procedures and the human resources that have to obtain the
content, which will be managed in a second time, and to
elaborate the single parts, which constitute content before
they are ready for publication. The processes involved:
- authoring, to create content;
- Acquisition, to acquire information;
- Conversion, to filter the content, created or acquired,
from the superfluous layers of information and translate it
into a specific mark-up language;
- Aggregation, to separate content into components to
which is assigned a tag, so as to be able to insert that content in the chosen metadata system;
- Collection services, programs and functions that support the collection system.

2. Content Management
2.1 Definition
Content management (CM) is one of the instruments
that an enterprise needs to own to implement a knowledge
management project. It is a system of methods and techniques to collect manage and publish content in a company. From this perspective, CM does not come along with
computers, but from the invention of writing and the foundation of the first libraries. What has determined the subject’s actuality is the conjugation of CM and information
technologies as an answer to the exponential proliferation
of documents and information that has come with Internet technologies and the World Wide Web. In this paper
I define content management as a system of methods and
techniques to automate the processes of content collection,
management and publishing using information technologies. CM bases its logic on the separation of content and
its format. Content management systems provide to control the creation and the distribution of information. They
permit the knowledge and the monitoring of the value of
information and also to decide the receiver (acceptor) and
to manage the transmission of those data.
2.2 Lifecycle
A CMS, as represented in figure 1, consists of three
phases: information passes through the collection system, where it is transformed in content components, then
through the management system, a kind of complex database where components are stored, and, lastly, through
the publication system, where information is automatically
transformed into publications. The three areas are often largely overlapped and work in strict relation with each other.
2.2.1 The Collection System
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Figure1: overview of a content management system

2.2.2 The Management System
The management system is responsible for content
storage and for the instruments utilized to find and organize
the same content and metadata collected in the first phase
of the lifecycle. This system comprehends the repository,
administration and workflow functions that allow one to
know which content the enterprise owns and where it is.
In practice the management system permits one to find the
answer to any question about content, its collection, or the
publications created from it.
2.2.3 The Publishing System
The publishing system extracts content from the repository and automatically creates from it the final publications, not only designated for an external audience, but
also and mostly for enterprise internal communications.
The outputs are not only websites, but also any publication
that could be electronic (CD-ROM, newsletter), or print
(newspaper articles, leaflets,), or syndication (the payment
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Figure 2: Areas of competence of CMS

distribution of content on the internet). “A publication is
information that you release that you’ve unified and that
has the following characteristics: a purpose, publishers, an
audience, a set of messages, authorship, content, structure,
cycles”
3. Content Management Products
My purpose is to trace the borderline between the
products which actually are CMS by the definition given
and the ones, which descend from CMS but present different characteristics. In fact, vendors often define CMS very
different products, sometimes specialized in just one area,
but that pretend to support the entire lifecycle. The different product called “content management systems” can be
classified in four macro-categories analyzed below.
3.1 Content Management Systems
They are the systems presented in the previous paragraph and which I refer to as the “true” content management system. Figure 2 highlights the completeness of the
functionalities offered by CMS
3.2 Web Content Management (wcm) Systems:
WCM comes from enterprises’ need to organize and
update the high volume of information published on their
website. Implementing a WCM software allows for managing a great amount of content (from text to sound, from
images to videos) using simple and flexible instruments.
WCM are the systems more commonly (and wrongly)
called CMS. The misunderstanding is because CMS result
from the application of WCMS to all the company’s con-

tent (e.g.: management of all enterprise’s content and not
only the information to be published on the web, multichannel ready publications, etc.).
Through secure storage and access methods, cross databases and precise rules for document conservation. RM
systems are the electronic correspondent of archivist. In
general, neither DM systems neither RM one’s own any
content publication functionality.
3.3 Enterprise Content Management (ecm) Systems:
ECM represents an integrated approach to manage all
enterprise information (paper documents, data, reports,
websites and the entire digital asset). An ECM comprehends strategies, instruments, processes and knowledge a
company needs to manage its information asset, independently of their format. The functionalities that characterize ECM systems come from the fusion between document management, records management and web content
management systems, focusing on information collection
and management. Table 1 and figure 3 compare the functionalities offered by the analyzed systems. In particular, in
table 1, publication services of DM, RM and ECM systems
are marked with “(X)” because they are not core functionalities, not always offered by the vendors and, if existing,
they are not well developed. It is clear that the only complete product is CMS.
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Table 1: Comparison between the major functionalities of CMS

4.The survey
4.1 Survey purpose and object
The purpose of my survey (carried out in spring 2005)
originates from the absolute absence of precise and generally recognized definitions to delimit the areas of competence of the different products offered in content management market. The consequence is that enterprises find it
hard both to choose which system to adopt and to compare
the products offered on the market. The survey’s objective
is the set of products called ECM, offered by the world
major players. I have verified the effective functionalities
offered by these products trying to redefine them using
the CM types analyzed in the previous paragraph (CMS,
WCM, DM, RM). The selected products are offered by
22 international companies (vendors with revenues of
$10 million or greater), which offer ECM systems. These
companies have been analyzed by Gartner Inc., the world
leader company in research and analysis in the IT sector.
In its Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Content Management
Gartner positioned the vendors by intersecting their ability
to execute with their completeness of vision. I have selected the products considering, for each company, only the
one having the greater number of functionalities in terms
of number of phases of information lifecycle involved.
4.2 Evaluation table
To analyze, evaluate and compare the selected products I have realized a screening chart. This way I was able
to verify if the functionalities of CM lifecycle were offered
or not (the aspects considered were much more articulated
than the one in figure 2). The functionalities taken into consideration are listed below.
52

Collection:
- Support to authoring process
- Support to acquisition process
- Automatic format conversion
- Support to aggregation process
- Information reusability and consistent content
segmentation into metadata
Management:
- System security
- Content storage in a neutral format
- Automatic indexing
- Simple and rapid research system
- Utilization of standard technologies and languages
- Simple content modifying
- Document versioning
- Content management through a single interface
- Management of all type of formats
- Possibility of automatic updating
- Possibility of automatic deletion
- Compatibility with other applications
- Content co division with other applications
- System scalability
- Automatic workflow
- System simple and flexible
- Security of all content approval processes
- Automatic content conversion
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Table 2: Synthesis of the results obtained.

Publication:
- Template utilization to create publications
- Support to simultaneous creation of more publications
- Advanced personalization system
- Support to multiple-language interface
5. Survey Results
The survey on the products offered by the Gartner’s
Magic Quadrant vendors was able to highlight, given the
definitions accepted in this paper, which kind of content
management systems are offered on the market. In particular, I have compared both the definition given by Gartner
for enterprise content management systems and the one
given by vendors for their own products with the one
adopted in the present work. The results are synthesized
in table 2.
The main products offered are ECM systems, since
between DM, RM and DRM (systems given by the sum of
DM and RM functionalities) I have noticed four products
of which the collected material was evaluated as incomplete (represented as “(X)”). The boxes in red (dark) mean
that there is correspondence between the definition given
by the vendor and the definition mentioned in this paper.
The whole product analysis has been articulated in three
parts, to highlight the type of product offered by each vendor, the specialization in the different areas of information

lifecycle for each type, and the personalization and flexibility level offered in a comparison of all products selected.
5.1 The products offered
In the first part of the survey, I have evaluated if the
definition of the selected products given by Gartner (ECM
systems) and the vendors (different systems depending on
the specific case) corresponds to the definitions accepted in
this work. To understand the kind of system offered, I have
considered, for each product selected, the number of functionalities of the information lifecycle and their specialization in order to highlight the core areas of the different CM
solutions. The results are the following:
- CMS – The products evaluated as CMS are those
offered by EMC (Document), Vignette (V7) and Cimage
NovaSoft (e3). Cimage NovaSoft product, e3, is not completely finalized, since, in the publication area, the multichannel support is not well developed (mainly marketing
communications are addressed). By its very nature a CMS
product needs to offer a number of functionalities from
“medium high” to “high” in all phases of information lifecycle. EMC and Vignette products can be classified with
sufficient confidence as CMS, since they offer a profound
specialization in the functionalities offered, and on their
websites numerous technical information is available to
guarantee a completeness of vision.
- WCM – None of the products judged by me as WCM
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Figure 3: CM products

are defined the same way by the respective vendor. In particular, Microsoft (Content Management Server 2002) and
RedDot (XCMS) name their products CMS, while SAP
(NetWeaver) call it an ECM. In the first case the absence of
correspondence between the definitions can be easily explained with the original erroneous consideration of WCM
as content management systems par excellence. In the second one it is harder to understand the different evaluation
of SAP product. I propose two hypothetical explanations:
it is possible that some characteristics were not considered
during the analysis (maybe because just mentioned in the
brochures), or it is possible that SAP has a different way to
consider the specialization of some functionalities that has
brought us to consider WCM core characteristics, and not
of a ECM. Anyway, even in case of a misunderstanding,
the SAP product would not be considered an ECM but a
CMS, given its capability of supporting more publications.
- DM, RM – The products offered by Hyland (Onbase)
and Hyperwave (IS/6) result as DM systems, both defined
by the vendors ECM solutions. The Hyperwave product
can be effectively considered a DM system and not an
ECM because the vendor itself declares that does not offer solutions to cover all information lifecycle, but just the
functionalities in which it excels, that are the ones offered
by document management systems.
- RM systems are offered by Hummingbird (Hummingbird Enterprise), Oracle (Enterprise Manager 10g),
Spescom (eB), eiStream (G360 BPM Suite). Hummingbird product is defined as a CMS, but it owns very limited
functionalities in the collection and publication systems
(it supports only web publication), while the management
system is very well developed (great number and well specialized functionalities for storage and retrieval). For these
reasons I consider this evaluation of the solution as an RM
system to be correct. DRM products are offered by Xerox
(Knowledge Sharing products, the equivalent of DRM sys54

tems), Meridio (Meridio 4.3) and Tower (TRIM Context),
all defined as DRM by the vendors too. They cannot be
considered only document management systems because
they have very specialized storage functionalities, often
referred to specific and strict rules related to the storage
of enterprise documentation. At the same time they cannot
be considered records management systems because they
have specific collection capabilities, absent in this kind of
system (e.g. support to the authoring process).
- ECM – Lastly I have classified as ECM the product offered by FileNet (FileNet P8), IBM (Content Management), Interwoven (Enterprise Content Management),
Open Text (Livelink), Stellent (Universal Content Manager), Mobius (ViewDirect TCM) and Day (Communiqué).
FileNet, Interwoven and Open Text define their solutions
as ECM systems, same evaluation as mine. On the contrary, IBM, Stellent, Mobius and Day name their products
CMS: it is not correct to consider the Mobius product as a
CMS because it does not offer sufficient specialization in
the different areas of the lifecycle (publication in particular, since, even if it supports more media, it is specialized
in web publication). Instead, in the other cases, the definition of CMS is incorrect because those solutions support
only web publications.
The final result is that ten of the twenty-two Magic
Quadrant companies have defined their products coherently with the definitions accepted in this work for the different types of content management systems. The twelve
companies left claim to offer complete CMS (six) or ECM
systems (six). Nevertheless, please note that four products
which claim to offer ECM solutions do not have a complete evaluation because of the poor information available.
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Figure 4: WCM products

Figure 5: DM, RM and DRM products

5.2 Specialization in the Different Areas of Information
Lifecycle
In the second part of the survey I have evaluated, for
each type of content management system, company strategies in terms of more specialization in just one area of the
information lifecycle, or in terms of less specialization but
covering all areas. To do this I have compared the percentage of functionalities in the three areas of the lifecycle (e.g.
100% in collection if the product has all functionalities of
the collection system) through a three-dimensional histogram which permits the three values of each product to be
compared at the same time. These graphs show company
specialization strategies for collection, management and
publication, and, in particular, if they tend to offer more
complex solutions in terms of number of functionalities,
or products with less functionality but very specialized in
one area. Figure 3 shows CMS products. We notice that
EMC offers a complete and much specialized product, Vignette offers a product with much functionality in all lifecycle phases, Cimage NovaSoft has a product with a good
number of functionalities in collection and management

but a scarce publication area. The result is that the first
company has chosen to be specialized in all lifecycle areas,
indifferently; the second one is specialized in the entire cycle, but focusing on just some functionalities; the third has
preferred to concentrate its offer on fewer functionalities in
the three areas of the lifecycle. Notice that a product, to be
defined as CMS, does not need to possess all the functionalities of the information lifecycle, but just some specific
ones which distinguish it from the other topologies.
Figure 4 shows WCM products. Microsoft, SAP and
RedDot products seem to have the same level of specialization and number of characteristics (low in collection,
medium-high in management and medium-low in publication). This means that WCM systems offered on the market
are very similar, partly because the “critic” functionalities
are fewer than CMS ones, partly because it is quite an old
market niche, out of which grew the possibility of expanding the technology for managing all enterprise data, and
not just the ones dedicated to the web.
Figure 5 shows DM, RM and DRM products. Only
three products possess functionalities in the publication
system (the ones offered by Hummingbird, Xerox and Hy-
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Figure 6: ECM Products

land). Collection and management phases are in the same
proportion. The result was predictable, since document and
records management systems are specialized in the mentioned areas.
Figure 6, lastly, shows ECM products. There are three
types of products: FileNet, Interwoven and Mobius ones
present a medium-high specialization level in the different areas (a very well developed management system, a
collection system with a pretty high number of functionalities and a relevant presence even in the publication); IBM,
Stellent and Day products have a very well developed
management system, a medium developed collection and a
poorly represented publication system; Open Text product
presents high level of specialization in management and
publication and a medium level in collection. Anyway, to
have an ECM system a product must be medium-high specialized in collection and management, while its presence
in publication is less important, as it is limited to a support
of web publications (internet, intranet or extranet).
Conclusion
The great success of CM products, as this analysis
shows, is in contrast with the market characteristics. The
most evolved CMS offer opportunities regarding the three
specific areas (collection, management and publication)
but, generally, the system is effectively specialized in one
area only. This is because the enormous market potentiality
and the weak entrance barriers, in terms of starting costs,
have attracted many companies which offer very simple
and low competitive systems. An organization should carefully evaluate the different products on the market, trying
to select the one which best responds to its specific needs
and agree with the vendor on a personalized solution (Robertson 2004) but few client-enterprises understand that a
content management solution is much more than software.
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Nowadays, much of the interest in developing CMS
is referred to the possibility of creating easily manageable
web programming or websites of great dimensions.
Actually the potentialities of content management systems are greater, mainly in terms of company support in
managing all the phases from content creation to its storage
and publication in many formats. A content management
system answers to the need of integrating information with
knowledge, as to reach a better decision process. At the
same time, a CMS permits creation costs of information
and knowledge to be minimized, maximizing their value.
The need to adopt a CMS is, firstly, to find an answer to
the challenge of managing, modifying and updating a big
volume of information. The need to use the same content
on different media with different characteristics requires
suitable systems of collection and management.
Lastly, CMS make personalization very easy to reach,
with the advantage of communicating in different ways,
depending on the target. Moreover, there is no standard and
commonly accepted definition for Content Management.
The trouble is that, not only do vendors of so-called CMS
actually offer very different systems, but even enterprises interested in content management systems do not call
them correctly, without a precise idea of the functionalities
to request. Until companies are able to clearly define the
product they offer/are looking for, in talking about content
management, finding the most appropriate solution will be
very hard work.
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